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TFS Event Design and Production 

February 2, 2009  – Los Angeles, CA — TFS Studio is one of the premier event design and 
production businesses in the country. Creation of designer and craftsman Clifford Miller, 
TFS Studio expertly executes any service that transforms the aesthetics of an event 
space.  Both clients and guests are delighted by TFS creativity and passion, from the most 
intimate of dinners to full scale celebrations. The LA based TFS Team has a strong and 
diverse background in social and corporate events from weddings to motion picture 
premiers.  TFS takes on a limited number of clients, focusing on projects that resonate 
strongly with the team.  This company value creates strong and loyal TFS clients with a 
trust based relationship. 

TFS designers are unified by their attention to detail, with a strong emphasis on the 
moments throughout a space that make the environment entirely unique, exceptional, 
and experiential. Designers at TFS Studio have a passion for precision and craftsmanship. 
Intricately made materials, be they fabrics, woods, or metals are of highest importance. 
Every type of work is given full dedication, from a get together with friends to grand 
international weddings. Every TFS event has a bespoke feel, tailor made to suit each 
client. 

TFS distinguishes itself with an inherent artistic ability to identify a client’s unique style and 
create a tailored experience, driven by a true understanding of a client’s unique vision. 
Close attention is paid to the experience or feeling the client wants to have or project. 
TFS then brings the desired experience to realization.  

Client experience is furthered by TFS’ dedication to philanthropy. The creative 
environment at TFS has always been one of sharing and collaboration, and philanthropic 
efforts have evolved from an awareness of the incredible amount of materials that are 
used for events, and a determination to find ways to reuse supplies and find outlets 
where materials can benefit the community at large. A muslin draping can be 
transformed into material for a children’s theater- wedding flowers can later brighten the 
day of an individual receiving hospital care. This re-use of materials reduces 
environmental impact, saves clients’ funds, and brings joy to the lives of others. Inspired 
by change, the TFS team is working on a few other surprises for the future. 

 


